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Abstract
The ability to accurately characterize projects is essential to good project management. Therefore, a
novel project characteristic is developed that reflects the value accrue within a project. This characteris-
tic, called project regularity, is expressed in terms of the newly introduced regular/irregular-indicator RI.
The widely accepted management system of earned value management (EVM) forms the basis for evalu-
ation of the new characteristic. More concretely, the influence of project regularity on EVM forecasting
accuracy is assessed, and is shown to be significant for both time and cost forecasting. Moreover, this
effect appears to be stronger than that of the widely used characteristic of project seriality expressed by
the serial/parallel-indicator SP. Therefore, project regularity could also be useful as an input parameter
for project network generators. Furthermore, the introduction of project regularity can provide project
managers with a more accurate indication of the time and cost forecasting accuracy that is to be expected
for a certain project and, correspondingly, of how a project should be built up in order to obtain more
reliable forecasts during project control.
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1. Introduction
Project managers need reliable estimates of the performance that is required for the remaining work
in a project so that the project’s schedule and budget objectives could be met (Cioffi, 2006). To this
end, accurate final cost and duration forecasts of a project in progress are essential. Since we consider
projects in progress, this study is situated in the project control phase. Earned value management (EVM)
is a widely accepted technique for performing project control of which the benefits have been amply
demonstrated (Christensen, 1998; Anbari, 2003; Kim et al., 2003; Henderson, 2007; Marshall, 2007; Van
De Velde, 2007; Egnot, 2011). Furthermore, Hall (2012) also identified EVM as a management system
that exhibits multiple research opportunities.
Conceptually, EVM integrates the three critical project management elements of cost, schedule and
scope. More concretely, through the application of EVM, the project manager can monitor the perfor-
mance of the project during execution and receive warning signals for taking corrective actions that are
needed to get the project back on track. A overview of EVM’s key metrics and formulas can be found in
Anbari (2003), PMI (2008), Fleming & Koppelman (2010), Vanhoucke (2010a) and Vanhoucke (2014).
Nevertheless, a summary table (table 1) is included to ensure the standalone comprehensibility of this
paper.
Furthermore, the EVM technique can also be used to produce project forecasts, which is the focus
of the current study. The most common EVM time and cost forecasting methods were identified by
Vanhoucke (2012b) and are presented in table 2.
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Table 1: Definitions of the EVM key metrics
Metric Definition
PD Planned duration, the planned total duration of the project
BAC Budget at completion, the budgeted total cost of the project
AT Actual time
PV Planned value, the valuea that was planned to be earned at AT
EV Earned value, the value that has actually been earned at AT
AC Actual cost, the costs that have actually been incurred at AT
ES Earned schedule, the time at which the EV should have been
earned according to plan, ES = t+ EV−PVtPVt+1−PVt with t the (integer)
point in time for which EV ≥ PVt and EV < PVt+1
RD Real duration, the actual total duration of the project
RC Real cost, the actual total cost of the project
EAC(t) Estimated duration at completion, the prediction of RD made at AT
EAC Estimated cost at completion, the prediction of RC made at AT
SV Schedule variance, SV = EV − PV
SPI Schedule performance index, SPI = EVPV
SV (t) Schedule variance (time), SV (t) = ES −AT
SPI(t) Schedule performance index (time), SPI(t) = ESAT
CV Cost variance, CV = EV −AC
CPI Cost performance index, CPI = EVAC
SCI Schedule cost index, SCI = SPI ∗ CPI
SCI(t) Schedule cost index (time), SCI(t) = SPI(t) ∗ CPI
a In these definitions, value always alludes to the cumulative value over all activities up to a
certain point in time.
Table 2: EVM time and cost forecasting methods
According to plan
current time current cost current time/cost weighted time/cost
performance performance performance performance
PF = 1
SPI
CPI
SCI 0.8CPI+0.2SPI
SPI(t) SCI(t) 0.8CPI+0.2SPI(t)
Time
PVM PVM-1 PVM-SPI PVM-SCI
EAC(t) = PD − SV ∗PDBAC PDSPI PDSCI
EDM EDM-1 EDM-SPI EDM-SCI
EAC(t) = PD +AT ∗ (1− SPI) PDSPI PDSCI +AT ∗ (1− 1CPI )
ESM ESM-1 ESM-SPI(t) ESM-SCI(t)
EAC(t) = AT + PD − ES AT + PD−ESSPI(t) AT + PD−ESSCI(t)
Cost
EAC EAC-1 EAC-SPI EAC-CPI EAC-SCI EAC-0.8CPI+0.2SPI
EAC = AC +BAC − EV AC + BAC−EVSPI AC + BAC−EVCPI AC + BAC−EVSCI AC + BAC−EV0.8CPI+0.2SPI
EAC-SPI(t) EAC-SCI(t) EAC-0.8CPI+0.2SPI(t)
EAC = AC + BAC−EVSPI(t) AC +
BAC−EV
SCI(t) AC +
BAC−EV
0.8CPI+0.2SPI(t)
Here, the performance factor (PF) reflects the assumption that has been made to produce a certain
forecast. The different possible assumptions about the expected performance of future work are presented
on the first row of table 2, while the second row shows the corresponding performance factors. We can
identify nine methods for time forecasting, grouped into three overarching methodologies: the planned
value method (PVM) by Anbari (2003); the earned duration method (EDM) by Jacob & Kane (2004); and
the earned schedule method (ESM) by Lipke (2003). Furthermore, eight different EVM-based methods
are considered for forecasting project cost.
In order to further clarify the nature and use of the methods summarized in table 2, we now present
an example. Assume that it is our goal to forecast a project’s duration by taking into account both
its current time and cost performance. We see from the first two rows of table 2 that if we want to
do this, we have to apply a PF equal to SCI or SCI(t) (fifth column). From table 1 we learn that the
difference between SCI and SCI(t) is that the first metric is calculated with the traditional SPI, whereas
the second one uses the more novel ES-based SPI(t) for multiplication with CPI. Assume we choose to
apply SCI(t) as PF. From the fifth column of table 2, we can identify ESM-SCI(t) as the only EVM-based
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time forecasting method for doing so, since both PVM-SCI and EDM-SCI - as their naming suggests -
use SCI. Below the method’s name, the formula for applying it is provided. For ESM-SCI(t), this comes
down to a project duration forecast or EAC(t) that can be calculated as AT + (PD−ES)/SCI(t), with
all the necessary metrics defined in table 1. This procedure can be followed for every other forecasting
method included in table 2. This is also true for cost forecasting, for which there are no subdividing
methodologies (like PVM, EDM and ESM for time forecasting), but for which two extra assumptions
about the expected future performance can be made (see fourth and sixth column of table 2).
Batselier & Vanhoucke (2015b) evaluated the overall accuracy of these time and cost forecasting
methods on a real-life project database constructed by Batselier & Vanhoucke (2015a). As a contin-
uation of the study of Vanhoucke & Vandevoorde (2007), the authors also assessed the influence of
project seriality, a characteristic which describes the network structure of a project (see section 2.1 for
further definition), on the methods’ forecasting accuracy. They concluded that project seriality indeed
seemed to influence time forecasting accuracy, supporting the simulation results obtained by Vanhoucke
& Vandevoorde (2007). However, the said characteristic did not show any effect on cost forecasting
accuracy.
In this paper, a novel project characteristic is developed that influences both time and cost forecasting
accuracy, moreover, in a more significant manner than project seriality. This is an important result, as
project seriality can be regarded as the most influential input parameter (topological indicator) for project
network generators up to now (Vanhoucke et al., 2008). The newly introduced characteristic, called
project regularity, reflects the value accrue within a project and is able to provide a better indication
of the expected accuracy of a certain EVM forecasting method. More generally, the aims of introducing
the concept of project regularity are to:
• increase the potential to adequately express a project’s schedule and cost characteristics;
• more accurately indicate to project managers what level of time and cost forecasting accuracy is
to be expected for a certain project;
• provide an indication to project managers of how a project should be built up in order to obtain
more accurate forecasts during project control;
• define a new meaningful project characteristic (or topological indicator) that can be used as an
input parameter for project network generators (Kolisch et al., 1995; Schwindt, 1995; Agrawal
et al., 1996; Tavares, 1999; Demeulemeester et al., 2003; Vanhoucke et al., 2008).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the existing characteristic of
project seriality is described and the novel characteristic of project regularity is introduced, together
with their corresponding indicators. Section 3 then assesses the influence of the latter characteristic
on EVM forecasting accuracy and compares the outcomes with those obtained for project seriality by
Batselier & Vanhoucke (2015b). Moreover, all forecasting accuracy evaluations are based on the real-
life project database from Batselier & Vanhoucke (2015a) and are also supported by simulation results.
Section 4 further expands the study by investigating the combined influence of the two mentioned project
characteristics on EVM forecasting accuracy. Finally, general conclusions and future research topics are
presented in section 5.
2. Project characteristics
This section starts with the description of the existing characteristic of project seriality (subsection
2.1) and then proceeds to the introduction of the novel characteristic of project regularity (subsection
2.2).
2.1. Project seriality
The characteristic of project seriality describes the network structure of a project in terms of how close
the network is to a serial (or parallel) network and can be represented by the so-called serial/parallel-
indicator (SP). The SP can lie anywhere between 0 and 1, with the boundary values expressing a project
for which all activities are in parallel or for which the network is completely serial, respectively (Tavares
et al., 1999; Vanhoucke et al., 2008). All SP-values between these two extremes represent networks that
are either closer to a serial or a parallel network.
Vanhoucke et al. (2008) mention that completely parallel and completely serial projects can also be
indicated by the order strength (OS) measure (Mastor, 1970), that is, by the values OS = 0 and OS =
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1, respectively. However, given the definition of OS (i.e. the number of precedence relations - including
the transitive ones - divided by the theoretical maximum number of precedence relations), this measure
better represents the density of a project network (Kao & Queyranne, 1982) rather than its seriality.
Therefore, the SP is selected as the most appropriate measure for expressing project seriality. The
formula for the SP is as follows.
SP =
ns − 1
nt − 1 (1)
In this formula, ns is the maximum number of subsequent activities in the network (or the maximum
progressive level) and nt is the total number of activities. Note that for a project of only one activity,
SP is per definition equal to unity (completely serial project).
For accuracy evaluation purposes, the same SP-categorization as proposed by Batselier & Vanhoucke
(2015a,b) is utilized. All projects in the considered database (see section 3.1) can thus be subdivided
based on their SP-value according to the three following categories:
• 0% ≤ SP < 40%: parallel projects
• 40% ≤ SP ≤ 60%: serial-parallel projects
• 60% < SP ≤ 100%: serial projects
2.2. Project regularity
The characteristic of project regularity is completely new to literature. Therefore, a brief situating of
the concept’s feeding ground might be appropriate. Similar to what was done in Batselier & Vanhoucke
(2015b), Jacob & Kane (2004) compared the ESM, EDM and PVM time forecasting approaches and
came to the conclusion that “as long as the planned value (PV) is linear, all formulas will always yield
exact results and if the PV were non-linear, it is possible errors or discrepancies could be introduced.”
Consequently, a project with a perfectly linear PV-curve can be identified as a completely regular project
with minimal potential forecasting errors (Vandevoorde & Vanhoucke (2006) also endorse this reasoning).
Thus, irregularities can be defined as deviations of the actual PV-curve from a perfectly linear one.
We now introduce a novel metric for expressing the level of regularity of a project, called the
regular/irregular-indicator (RI). For the purpose of uniformity and comprehensibility, the regular/irregular-
indicator is conceived strongly similar to the serial/parallel-indicator. Just as a completely serial project
has an SP of 1, a perfectly regular project - that is a project with a perfectly linear PV-curve - is char-
acterized by an RI of 1. At the opposite end of the regularity spectrum, a maximally irregular project
is represented by RI = 0 and occurs when the earned value (EV) is zero throughout the entire course of
the project and shoots up to the budget at completion (BAC) only at the very end. Just like for project
seriality, projects with different degrees of regularity are situated between these two extreme cases. For
those projects, the RI is calculated based on the following formula.
RI =
r∑
i=1
mi −
r∑
i=1
ai
r∑
i=1
mi
(2)
Here, mi and ai are, respectively, the maximal possible deviation and the actual deviation of the project’s
PV-curve from a perfectly linear curve at time instance i = 1, ..., r, with r the number of equidistant
evaluation points. We want to stress that r is not related to the chosen number of tracking periods
(which will be denoted by p in formula (4)), but is primarily dependent on the shape of the PV-curve.
More concretely, for projects where the PV follows a more capricious course, r is augmented in order to
guarantee an accurate calculation of RI. Remark that for many projects, the number of tracking periods
is not large enough to allow a sufficiently detailed characterization of the PV-curve, and thus, a precise
calculation of RI, which is the reason for not simply using p in formula (2). For the various projects
considered in this paper, r ranges from at least 50 to about 120. The optimal value of r is determined
by the project management software tool ProTrack (www.protrack.be). An elaboration on the concrete
calculations of r, however, is outside the scope of this paper. Figure 1 clarifies the calculation of RI for
one of the projects in the utilized database.
The RI for the example project of figure 1, which corresponds to project C2011-12 from the database
of Batselier & Vanhoucke (2015a), is 0.75 or 75%. It is important to realize that project regularity, just
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Figure 1: Example for calculation of RI
as project seriality, defines an intrinsic characteristic of a project. More specifically, the RI-value does
not change during project execution, since its calculation is based on the course of the PV-curve, which
represents the pre-project planning that forms the unchangeable point of reference for performing project
control (through EVM). This is also true when simulating project progress (i.e. simulated forecasting;
see section 3.1); the RI of the project will remain the same for every simulation run.
Furthermore, for enabling the assessment of the effect of project regularity on forecasting accuracy
(section 3), the projects in the considered database have to be subdivided into categories based on
their RI-value. In first instance, we are interested in the RI-value that defines the boundary between
projects that can be regarded as ‘regular’ and projects that should be identified as ‘irregular’. To this
end, we consider the so-called perfect S-curve displayed in figure 2 together with the linear curve. The
perfect S-curve is identified as the familiar textbook S-curve which assumes symmetrical spending in
time (Meredith & Mantel, 2003). The mathematical expression of such an S-curve was proposed by
Cioffi (2005) and is given by next formula.
y(β) = 1.018
1− exp(−8β)
1 + 54.6 exp(−8β) (3)
Here, β is a variable ranging from 0 to 1 which expresses time as a fraction of the total project duration. In
other words, β could be calculated as AT/PD. Remark that the variable β merely reflects the normalized
advancement of time in a project and therefore does not influence the shape of the S-curve. In order to
make the S-curve more/less concave/convex, the numbers in formula (3) should be modified. For the
discussion of the necessary modifications we refer to Cioffi (2005), as this is outside the scope of the
current study. Furthermore, the y(β) in formula (3) represents the project cost at the point in time
corresponding to β. Based on the expression of formula (3), the RI for the perfect S-curve is calculated
to be 81% according to formula (2).
Although the perfect S-curve displays noticeable deviations from the linear curve (see figure 2), it is
suggested that a project for which the PV follows the trajectory of the perfect S-curve should still be
considered a regular project. In other words, a project that is typical (i.e. for which the value accrue
follows a perfect S-curve (Meredith & Mantel, 2003)) shows forecasting discrepancies that are typically to
be expected and should therefore still be deemed regular. However, when a project would, for example,
exhibit a smaller number of activities to be completed at the beginning and would consequently show a
slower value accrue than the perfect S-curve in the early stages, it would presumably be prone to greater
forecasting errors than the typical project. This example project would display more irregularities than
what is typical, and could thus be characterized as irregular. Obviously, when a project’s PV-curve
would draw nearer to a linear curve than the perfect S-curve, the project becomes increasingly regular
per definition (see formula (2)).
Given the RI of 81% for the perfect S-curve, the RI-value defining the boundary between the categories
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Figure 2: The perfect S-curve
of regular and irregular projects is set to 80%. Consequently, projects that show a PV-curve that deviates
from the perfect S-curve more towards the linear curve are categorized as regular (RI ≥ 80%), while
projects for which those deviations bring the PV-curve further away from the linear curve are classified
as irregular (RI < 80%). Note, however, that RI-calculations are always based on deviations from the
linear curve, and not from the perfect S-curve (see figure 1).
Although we will predominantly use the above described two-part categorization to allow a clear
evaluation of the effect of project regularity on forecasting accuracy (section 3), the more extended
research into the combined influence of project regularity and seriality on EVM forecasting accuracy
(section 4) requires the definition of three regularity categories, just as for project seriality. Therefore,
the category of irregular projects is further subdivided into mildly irregular projects and strongly irregular
projects as follows:
• 0% ≤ RI < 60%: strongly irregular projects
• 60% ≤ RI < 80%: mildly irregular projects
• 80% ≤ RI ≤ 100%: regular projects
The additional interval boundaries are chosen in such a way that the number of considered projects in
each category does not differ too much, as was also done for the SP-categorization (Batselier & Vanhoucke,
2015b). However, note that the boundary values for RI are not distributed symmetrically around 50%, as
was the case for the project seriality categorization. Indeed, the distribution of the occurring RI-values is
inclined more towards the higher end of the spectrum, which is an intrinsic consequence of the definition
of RI by formula (2).
Since project regularity is a new concept, it might be appropriate to elaborate on what properties
exactly make a project irregular and how one can spot such irregularities. Recall that we defined a
completely regular project as a project for which the PV-curve is perfectly linear. For a project to
become more irregular, its PV-curve should thus show some deviations from the perfectly linear curve.
This implies that the PV-curve will be flatter than the linear curve in some sections, and since the
BAC has to be reached at the planned duration (PD), steeper than the linear curve in other sections.
This is exactly what we see for the perfect S-curve (figure 2): it is flatter than the linear curve in the
beginning and at the end, and steeper in the middle of the project. In more extreme cases, the flatter
parts of the PV-curve can become completely horizontal - resulting from a period of no value accrue
- and very long, while the steeper parts can grow almost vertical and resemble very high ‘jumps’ in
the PV-curve - which are generally induced by a fixed activity cost constituting a considerable part
of the BAC. Strongly irregular projects are therefore easily recognizable - even at first glance - by
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two types of irregularities: long (almost) horizontal sections and/or high jumps in the PV-curve. Two
clear examples of strongly irregular projects from the used database are displayed in figures 3a and 3b.
More specifically, it concerns the projects with codes C2012-11 and C2013-10, respectively (see www.or-
as.be/research/database). These projects show both types of irregularities: a high jump in PV in figure
3a, and a long period of no value accrue in figure 3b. The RI for both cases is 54% and 41%, respectively,
so indeed these are strongly irregular projects.
(a) Jump in PV-curve (b) Long period of no value accrue
Figure 3: Example PV-curves of strongly irregular projects
3. Influence of project regularity on EVM forecasting accuracy
In section 3.1, the applied approach for the evaluation of the influence of project regularity on EVM
forecasting accuracy is described. More specifically, we discuss the utilized empirical project database, the
evaluation measure used to express forecasting accuracy, and the important difference between simulated
and real forecasting. Section 3.2 then presents the obtained results and compares the outcomes with
those for the influence of project seriality on EVM forecasting accuracy. Time and cost forecasting are
considered separately.
3.1. Evaluation approach
As a basis for this study, the empirical database constructed by Batselier & Vanhoucke (2015a) is
utilized, which - at the time of this study - consisted of 51 real-life projects exhibiting wide ranges
of project duration and budget. Moreover, the constituting projects originate from many different
companies situated in various sectors (e.g. construction, event management, IT, production, education).
This diversity - as well as the completeness and authenticity - of the project data is guaranteed through
the application of so-called project cards, which summarize the most important properties of a certain
project and enable their categorization and evaluation. More information on these project cards and
the resulting database construction and evaluation framework can be found in the originating paper
(Batselier & Vanhoucke, 2015a). Furthermore, the complete project database - including the project
cards - is publicly available at www.or-as.be/research/database. All project data can be consulted in
both ProTrack and MS Excel format thanks to the novel software tool PMConverter (available on the
website), which also enables a more detailed presentation and evaluation of the considered projects.
The EVM forecasting accuracies are expressed in terms of mean absolute percentage error (MAPE).
The MAPE is a well-known forecast error measure that is also frequently used in EVM accuracy studies
(Vanhoucke & Vandevoorde, 2007; Rujirayanyong, 2009; Vanhoucke, 2010a; Elshaer, 2012; Batselier &
Vanhoucke, 2015b). The measure is calculated as follows.
MAPE =
1
p
p∑
t=1
∣∣∣∣A− FtA
∣∣∣∣ (4)
In this formula, A represents the actual final value and Ft the forecasted value at time t. The time
instances t = 1, ..., p correspond to the p tracking periods that were chosen for the considered project.
Furthermore, formula (4) can be particularized for time forecasting by substituting A and Ft by the real
duration (RD) and the estimated duration at completion (EAC(t)), respectively. For cost forecasting,
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A and Ft should be substituted by the real cost (RC) and the estimated cost at completion (EAC),
respectively. The abbreviations used here are also defined in table 1. Obviously, a lower MAPE signifies
a higher forecasting accuracy for a particular forecasting method.
The MAPE is the basis for both simulated and real forecasting accuracy evaluation. It is important
to understand the essential difference between both types of forecasting outcomes. On the one hand,
simulated forecasting results are based on Monte Carlo simulation runs for which appropriate risk distri-
bution profiles for the individual activity durations are used as input, which means that the RD and RC
required to calculate the MAPE from formula (4) originate from simulation outcomes in this case. For
real forecasting, on the other hand, this RD and RC represent the actual final project outcomes, which
can be obtained from the project owner.
We now list some specifics of the applied Monte Carlo simulation approach:
• Number of simulation runs for each project: 100
• Number of tracking periods for each simulation run: 20
• Risk distribution profiles for activity durations: triangular (symmetrical, skewed to the left, or
skewed to the right)
• Cost assumptions: variable costs of an activity vary uniformly with the corresponding activity
duration, fixed costs always remain constant and are fully incurred at the start of an activity
The simulations are performed with the project management software tool ProTrack. Note that
for a number of 100 simulation runs, the forecasting accuracy results converge for every project in the
employed database. A standard risk distribution profile is symmetrical with a best case and worst case
activity duration of 80% and 120% of the most likely duration, respectively. However, the project owner
can specify the best case and worst case durations in order to better reflect the risk of a certain activity,
which yields specific triangular distributions that are mostly skewed. Furthermore, the fixed and variable
costs (i.e. cost per hour) that are used in the Monte Carlo simulation are all obtained directly from the
project owner as well. Note, however, that the simulation outcomes primarily have a supportive function
for the real forecasting results in this paper.
3.2. Results
In this section, the results for the evaluation of the influence of project regularity on EVM forecasting
accuracy are presented and compared with the corresponding outcomes for project seriality. First, time
forecasting will be considered (section 3.2.1), then cost forecasting (section 3.2.2). Recall that the
notations and formulas of the EVM forecasting methods considered here are included in table 2.
3.2.1. Time forecasting
As was mentioned in section 2.2, we focus on the presented two-part categorization (i.e. regular
versus irregular projects) for the evaluation of the effect of project regularity on forecasting accuracy.
The specific results for time forecasting are shown in table 3.
Table 3: Accuracies of EVM time forecasting methods w.r.t. project regularity
PVM EDM ESM
MAPE [%] 1 SPI SCI 1 SPI SCI 1 SPI(t) SCI(t)
simulated
regular 13.3 19.5 20.2 16.8 19.3 19.7 11.6 16.5 16.9
irregular 30.5 42.0 42.5 M 41.9 42.1 16.9 24.1 24.4 avg
diff. 17.2 22.5 22.3 M 22.6 22.4 5.3 7.6 7.5 15.9
real
regular 11.1 19.0 33.2 8.7 16.7 25.1 8.2 15.0 23.2
irregular 13.5 39.7 42.2 15.8 38.5 37.4 8.8 18.5 18.7 avg
diff. 2.4 20.7 9.0 7.1 21.8 12.3 0.6 3.5 -4.5 8.1
First of all, notice that the EDM-1 results appear to be biased for irregular projects (unrealistically
high values, indicated by a big M). This bias was also observed by Batselier & Vanhoucke (2015b), who
eliminated the projects with an initial period of very low PV-accrue in order to remove the biased results
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for EDM-1 and thus allow a correct assessment of the influence of project seriality on time forecasting
accuracy. Since a project with an initial period of very low PV-accrue is an irregular project (see section
2.2 and more specifically figure 3b), the existence of an at that time still undefined but apparently
influential project characteristic - introduced in this paper as project regularity - was already supported
by Batselier & Vanhoucke (2015b).
Again considering table 3, it can be observed that for both simulated and real forecasting and for
each method (except for ESM-SCI(t)), the average MAPE of the irregular projects is higher than that
of the regular projects. This indicates that project irregularity appears to have a clear adverse effect
on time forecasting accuracy. To further support this assertion, the difference between the regular and
irregular projects’ MAPEs was calculated for each method. Further calculations reveal that the average
accuracy decrease over all methods is respectively 15.9% and 8.1% according to simulated forecasting
(without EDM-1) and real forecasting. Focusing on the more important latter result, a decrease of 8.1%
can indeed be deemed significant as it is of the exact same magnitude as the real forecasting accuracy
of the best performing EVM time forecasting method (i.e. ESM-1) for regular projects identified by
Batselier & Vanhoucke (2015b), which was 8.2% MAPE.
Moreover, it can be observed that, in reality, the methods based on SCI and SCI(t) perform relatively
worse compared to the other methods than what would have been expected from simulations, even - and
especially - for regular projects. This leads to the idea that SCI and SCI(t) are not particularly fit as a
performance factor for time forecasting. Indeed, one might see the possible bias in weighing the current
cost performance as much as the current schedule performance when forecasting project duration, where
common sense would probably add more weight to the latter.
It is also remarkable that the ESMs seem to suffer less from PV-irregularities than the other methods.
Real forecasting results even indicate that the ESMs feel virtually no effect at all of project irregularity. A
qualitative explanation is that PVMs and EDMs weigh EV against PV (i.e. focus on the cost dimension),
whereas ESMs compare ES and AT (i.e. focus on the time dimension). For example, consider figure 3a,
which presents a strongly irregular project (RI = 54%) from the considered database. It becomes apparent
that, if this project were to fall behind schedule, the cost dimension could be subject to much larger
deviations than the time dimension due to the existing jump in the PV-curve. These possible excessive
deviations cause PVM and EDM forecasts to be significantly less accurate for irregular projects.
Vanhoucke & Vandevoorde (2007) proved that project seriality has an influence on EVM time fore-
casting accuracy based on a simulation study. Moreover, this statement was confirmed by the empirical
study of Batselier & Vanhoucke (2015b). The fact that irregular projects had to be eliminated in the
latter study in order to allow a correct assessment of the influence of project seriality on time forecast-
ing accuracy suggests that project regularity has a more significant effect on the said accuracy than
project seriality. Indeed, figure 4 shows that the relation between RI and time forecasting accuracy (i.e.
a higher RI yields a lower MAPE and thus a higher accuracy) is stronger than that between SP and time
forecasting accuracy (i.e. a higher SP yields a lower MAPE and thus a higher accuracy), as indicated
by the respective R-squared values of 54.5% (figure 4a) and 30.1% (figure 4b). Note that the MAPE
data points in figure 4 represent the average simulated forecasting outcomes over all time forecasting
methods (with exception of the biased EDM-1) for all projects in the utilized database. The simulated
forecasting results are considered here as they are more extensive than the real forecasting results (51
relevant projects compared to 23 projects) and are therefore better fit for the performed comparison.
(a) Project regularity (b) Project seriality
Figure 4: Comparison of the influence of project regularity and project seriality on EVM time forecasting accuracy
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To conclude, the outcomes of the last paragraph further support the relevance and validity of project
regularity as a metric for project characterization and indicate the strength of the novel project char-
acteristic to provide a reliable indication of the expected accuracy of a certain EVM time forecasting
method.
3.2.2. Cost forecasting
In previous section, project regularity was shown to have a significant impact on time forecasting
accuracy. Since the concept of project regularity is related to the shape of the PV-curve and PV covers
the cost dimension just as well as the time dimension, it could be suspected that EVM cost forecasting
also experiences an influence of project irregularities. This would be opposite to what was found for
project seriality, which was shown to have no apparent effect on cost forecasting accuracy (Batselier &
Vanhoucke, 2015b). Therefore, proving that project regularity does exhibit such an effect would further
endorse the validity and predictive strength of the novel project characteristic, also for cost forecasting.
The required assessment can be performed by means of the results in table 4. Just like in section 3.2.1,
we utilize the two-part categorization of regular versus irregular projects.
Table 4: Accuracies of EVM cost forecasting methods w.r.t. project regularity
EAC
1 CPI SPI SPI(t) SCI SCI(t)
0.8CPI+ 0.8CPI+
MAPE [%] 0.2SPI 0.2SPI(t)
simulated
regular 0.8 0.9 9.7 10.0 10.5 10.8 4.5 3.7
irregular 1.1 0.9 15.7 13.1 15.8 13.2 8.7 5.7 avg
diff. 0.3 0.0 6.0 3.1 5.3 2.4 4.2 2.0 2.9
real
regular 6.5 5.7 13.4 12.3 16.8 14.9 5.8 5.9
irregular 10.2 14.6 37.5 15.0 38.8 16.6 14.5 11.5 avg
diff. 3.7 8.9 24.1 2.7 21.9 1.7 8.7 5.6 9.7
For both simulated and real forecasting, the accuracy of the cost forecasts is always higher for the
regular projects than for the irregular projects, and this for each method. More generally, for simulations,
an average accuracy decrease of 2.9% for irregular projects with respect to regular projects is witnessed.
However, this outcome might underestimate the actual effect of irregularities as the somewhat unreal-
istic simulated MAPEs for EAC-1 and EAC-CPI lower the result. Indeed, when considering the real
forecasting results, we observe an enlarged accuracy drop of 9.7% over all forecasting methods, which is
even more substantial than the 8.1% accuracy decrease witnessed for time forecasting (see section 3.2.1).
However, the real forecasting accuracy differences for EAC-SPI and EAC-SCI are quite large and,
just like EAC-SPI(t) and EAC-SCI(t), these methods are not really relevant to our evaluation since they
would probably never be recommended. Therefore, we only take into account the top 4 cost forecasting
methods as identified by Batselier & Vanhoucke (2015b) (i.e. EAC-1, EAC-CPI, EAC-0.8CPI+0.2SPI,
and EAC-0.8CPI+0.2SPI(t)) and obtain a more adequate average accuracy decrease of 6.7%. This is
still a considerable decrease, as the average MAPE of the top 4 methods, when used for regular projects,
is only 6% (Batselier & Vanhoucke, 2015b). Therefore, it can be stated that, just as for time forecasting,
project regularity appears to have a significant influence on cost forecasting accuracy.
4. Combining project regularity and project seriality
In section 3.2.1, it was indicated that the regularity of a project could influence the observations
concerning the impact of project seriality on time forecasting accuracy. Obviously, the same applies in
the opposite direction, that is, the seriality of a project could affect the perceived influence of project
regularity on forecasting accuracy. Therefore, the combined influence of project regularity and project
seriality on time forecasting accuracy is assessed and presented in table 5.
The table consists of four subtables; two for the simulation results and two for the real forecasting
outcomes. For all subtables, RI and SP are plotted against each other, both divided into three levels - low
(L), medium (M) and high (H) - of project regularity and project seriality, respectively. Since a two-part
categorization for project regularity (as was applied in section 3.2.1) would not be sufficient to identify
a trend in the outcomes and would not allow the necessary correspondence with the project seriality
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Table 5: Accuracies of EVM time forecasting methods w.r.t. project regularity and project seriality
SP SP
L M H L M H
L 46.5 N/A N/A L 23.4 N/A N/A
RI M 24.5 22.0 15.7 M 27.4 17.9 41.8
H 24.1 15.2 11.8 H 22.5 12.6 11.9
mean MAPE[%]* mean MAPE[%]
L M H L M H
L 35.4 - - L 24.2 - -
RI M - 19.9 - M - 23.5 -
H - - 15.7 H - - 20.1
mean MAPE[%]* mean MAPE[%]
simulated real
* With exclusion of the EDM-1 results to avoid biasing effects.
categorization, project regularity is subdivided into three categories here, as was already announced
in section 2.2. More specifically, for project regularity, L corresponds to highly irregular, M to mildly
irregular, and H to regular projects. Similarly, for project seriality, L, M and H refer to parallel, serial-
parallel and serial projects, respectively. Recall that the limit values for the project seriality and project
regularity categorizations were defined in the respective sections 2.1 and 2.2, and moreover, that they
were represented by vertical dotted lines in figure 4. Furthermore, figure 5 is introduced to visualize the
distribution of the considered projects according to the combined regularity/seriality categorization.
Figure 5: Combined project regularity/seriality categorization of the considered projects
For both simulated and real forecasting, the displayed MAPEs in table 5 are the means over all time
forecasting methods. As such, we can evaluate the average EVM time forecasting accuracy for a variety
of projects with different regularity and seriality characteristics. Note that for simulated forecasting, we
do not include the results for EDM-1, again, to avoid biasing effects. Initially, we thus obtain the two
upper subtables of table 5 - one for simulation and one for real forecasting - showing the mean time
forecasting accuracies for nine categories of projects with different combinations of project regularity
and project seriality levels.
Now consider these two upper subtables. For both simulated and real results, we observe a tendency
of increasing forecasting accuracy when fixing the level of one characteristic and letting the other char-
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acteristic vary from low to high. For simulated forecasting, this applies for each row and each column.
For real forecasting, however, not every combination yields equally nice results (e.g. when setting RI
to medium). The main reason is that the utilized project database is divided into nine categories, thus
creating strongly reduced samples for each category, even to the extent that two categories do not contain
any projects at all. This effect is more tangible for real forecasting since only projects containing real
tracking data are considered there.
In order to partially overcome the biasing effect of the smaller sample sizes and to eliminate the
impact of outlier values to some extent, the results of the nine categories are grouped on the downward
diagonal. This is done for both real forecasting - where it is most needed - and simulated forecasting,
thus yielding the two bottom subtables of table 5. More specifically, each outcome on the downward
diagonal of a bottom subtable is calculated as the average of all results in the corresponding row and
column of the subtable directly above it, with a double counting of the result exactly on the diagonal.
From the two bottom subtables, the combined influence of project regularity and project seriality on
time forecasting accuracy indeed appears, for both simulated and real forecasting.
Referring back to the two upper subtables of table 5, another interesting observation can be made.
That is, for both simulated and real forecasting, the values on the respective downward diagonals are
already perfectly ordered and even show a clearer mutual difference than was to be observed for the
bottom subtables. Furthermore, the apparently stronger forecasting accuracy relations for projects with
regularity and seriality characteristics of the same level (i.e. RI and SP both low, both medium, or both
high) could be conceived as an indication that combining RI and SP might yield a new indicator that
produces better indications of the expected time forecasting accuracy than the individual indicators.
Or alternatively stated, the combined RI/SP-indicator could display a stronger relationship with time
forecasting accuracy than the individual indicators do. The explicit development of such a combined
indicator is left to future research. Nevertheless, preliminary studies suggest that, for example, a com-
bination of 0.8 RI + 0.2 SP should yield improved results. An evaluation similar to that of figure 4
indeed shows an increased R-squared value of 59.2% for 0.8 RI + 0.2 SP compared to the 54.5% for
RI. Consequently, previous statements indicate that there is a combined and mutual influence of project
regularity and project seriality on time forecasting accuracy.
Notice that the above discussion only concerned time forecasting. Indeed, since project seriality as
an individual characteristic was shown to have no apparent impact on cost forecasting accuracy, it is
redundant to assess its influence in combination with project regularity for the cost dimension. This
statements again suggests the dominance of project regularity over project seriality with respect to
project characterization potential.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a novel project characteristic is introduced which can accurately characterize a project
and provide reliable indications of the expected EVM forecasting accuracy for that project. This novel
characteristic, called project regularity, reflects the value accrue within a project and is therefore related
to the course of the PV-curve. More specifically, the level of project regularity can be expressed by the
regular/irregular-indicator RI, which measures the deviation of the project’s PV-curve from a perfectly
linear curve (which represents a perfectly regular project; RI = 100%). Moreover, the RI is constructed
completely similar to the well-known serial/parallel-indicator SP that is used to express project seriality
(Tavares et al., 1999; Vanhoucke et al., 2008), which facilitates its implementation.
An evaluation of the influence of project regularity on EVM forecasting accuracy was performed,
based on the most commonly used methods for both time and cost forecasting as identified by Van-
houcke (2012b) and making use of the real-life project database of Batselier & Vanhoucke (2015a). For
both forecasting dimensions, a decreasing level of project regularity (i.e. a PV-curve that shows larger
deviations from a perfectly linear curve, thus a lower RI) appears to have a significant negative impact
on the forecasting accuracy. This implies that project managers could try to build up their project in
a more ‘regular’ way (i.e. strive for a more linear PV-curve) in order to increase the expected accuracy
of the time and cost forecasts performed during project execution. However, for time forecasting, the
ES-based approach (i.e. ESM) already seems to cope quite well with irregular projects - certainly better
than the alternative methods (i.e. PVM and EDM) - and is thus recommended for projects with a low
RI.
Also for time forecasting, project regularity exhibits a stronger influence on forecasting accuracy
than project seriality. Furthermore, for cost forecasting, project seriality has no apparent effect on the
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forecasting accuracy (Batselier & Vanhoucke, 2015b), whereas project regularity does. These results
are important, as project seriality can be regarded as the most influential input parameter (topological
indicator) for project network generators up to now (Vanhoucke et al., 2008). It can thus be concluded
that project regularity can provide a more reliable indication of the expected accuracy of a certain EVM
forecasting method than the widely used characteristic of project seriality. Moreover, this implies that
project regularity can also be useful as an input parameter for project network generators, certainly as
it characterizes both the schedule and cost aspects of a project (whereas project seriality only considers
the schedule aspects).
Furthermore, the combined influence of project regularity and project seriality on time forecasting
accuracy was assessed, as both characteristics showed an individual influence in the time forecasting
case and could thus affect one another. Such a combined impact was indeed observed, suggesting that
a combined RI/SP-indicator could produce better prognoses of the expected time forecasting accuracy
than the individual indicators. The development of such a combined indicator, however, is left to future
research. Furthermore, the apparent influence of project regularity on time and cost forecasting accuracy
could further be validated by a large and more detailed simulation study (e.g. with incorporation of
possible management actions as in Vanhoucke (2010b, 2011, 2012a)). Finally, we could also investigate
the impact of project regularity on the performance of the schedule risk analysis (SRA) project control
system. This research would be in line with the studies performed by Vanhoucke (2010b, 2011, 2012a),
which considered project seriality and assessed its effect on the performance of both SRA and EVM. By
applying a similar approach for project regularity, a guideline on which control technique - SRA or EVM
- best to use under certain project regularity conditions could be provided to project managers.
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